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Class Objectives

 Basic Knowledge About Work Programs

 Preparing Work Programs

 Justifying Work Programs

 Identifying Common Problems

 Submitting Complete/Accurate Work Programs
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Work Program Overview

Work Program Documents Ensure:

Expenditures are within approved funding

Budget reflects Executive and Legislative intent

Sufficient authority exists to carry out the agency’s 
goals and objectives

Changes are consistent with the State Budget Act, NRS 
and federal guidelines
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Work Program Overview
 Reasons for requesting a work program revision:

 Identify and reconcile changes in the agency’s funding

 Accept a new gift or grant

 Realign grant authority based on new or amended award (increase or decrease)

 Increase/decrease authority to collect fees

 Transfer authority between categories to cover a shortfall

 Comply with legislation – Establish authority related to a bill (in the year the bill is 
effective)

 Balance forward authority of remaining cash

 Establish a non-executive budget account

 Establish authority for IFC Contingency Funds (requires memo)

 Request funding for a new position
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When to Request a Work Program

 Provisional authority for a submission of grant application

 Upon discovery of a projected budget authority shortfall

 Prior to beginning a new program

 Prior to the agency IFC deadline – plan ahead

 Revenues are projected to exceed total work program 
authority at end of the fiscal year to close a budget

 Work program should be submitted prior to obligating 
funds
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Common Work Program Issues
 Untimely submission

 Missing supporting documentation (projections, quotes, etc.)

 Amounts in back-up don’t match the WP request

 Actuals in expenditure projections don’t reconcile with DAWN

 Before Fund Map do not reconcile to BSR

 NEBS Cumulative Sheet does not match After Fund Map (See 
example of “After” Fund Map with multiple WPs in Slide 29)

 Transferring more out of a category than is available

 Narrative does not explain the revision or is not basic enough for 
someone who doesn’t work at the agency to understand

 Combining multiple purposes for one work program
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Common Work Program Issues
 Hard coded numbers in fund maps and other spreadsheets

 Grant reconciliation doesn’t tie to DAWN and/or grant award

 Transferring between categories isn’t justified on both sides

 Category numbers and amounts should not be included in the Purpose of 
the work program

 Detailed Travel Log not provided when requesting travel funds or contain 
employees name rather than PCN #s or titles

 Requesting a change that was requested in the budget and denied

 All companion work programs not submitted together

 Retroactive Requests – Don’t spend money until the work program is 
approved.

 Not labeling new RGL’s or Categories (needed when file maintenance is 
attached).
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Work Program Overview

 IFC Contingency (NRS 353.268)

 Non-restricted funds

Memo of request for Board of Examiners

Memo of request for Interim Finance Committee

Complete and accurate work program

 Restricted Funds

Memo of request for Interim Finance Committee

Complete and accurate work program

 Not available for accounts that do not have General Fund or 
Highway Fund appropriations
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15 & 45 Day Work Programs

 NRS 353.220, NRS 353.263

 Requires pre-approval from the Budget Division, prior to 
submitting the work program

 Request must be submitted in writing

 Emergency or protection of life or property

 Revision requires expeditious action 15 days

 Revision requires action before scheduled IFC meeting –
45 days

 Can be called at the next IFC
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NRS 353.335 & NRS 353.220

 A gift or nongovernmental grant which does not exceed 
$200,000 or a governmental grant which does not exceed 
$200,000 - NRS 353.335

 Carrying forward money from the immediately preceding 
fiscal year with no change in purpose - NRS 353.220(8)b)
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Work Program Guidelines

Section 7 of the Authorizations Act (Section 10 in 
2019)

Revert General Fund or Highway Fund if replaced 
by new funding

Exceptions (New in 2023 Authorizations Act)

The agency must demonstrate the new funding is 
being used for new expenditures

The funding source has a “non-supplant” clause 
(example: federal grants)

The agency can demonstrate that a reversion would 
jeopardize the receipt of the new funding 11



Preparing a Work Program

 Work Program Components

Main Tab

Checklist (system generated)

Work Program Form

Cover Sheet

Cumulative Modification Sheets (system generated)

 Attachments Tab

Required attachments

Possible attachments

 IFC Approval Tab
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Preparing a Work Program

 Log-into NEBS and select the Work Programs Tab

 Select Create New Work Program…
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Preparing a Work Program (Page 21 WP Manual)

 Use the drop down to select the appropriate fiscal year and Budget Account

 Use the drop down to identify what kind of work program is being created

 Select Create – this will take you to the main work program screen and will auto-
assign the work program number.
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Preparing a Work Program
 Main work program screen will show mandatory items in red –

these will all need to be addressed prior to submitting the work 
program. 
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Preparing a Work Program
 Work Program Checklist (system generated)
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Preparing a Work Program
 Work Program Form (Page 26 WP Manual)
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Preparing a Work Program
 Work Program Form (Page 26 WP Manual)
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Preparing a Work Program
 Work Program Cover Sheet (Page 28 WP Manual)
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Preparing a Work Program – Cover Sheet

 Elements of the Cover Sheet
Budget account’s primary purpose, function and statutory 

authority

Purpose of Work Program (Page 9 of WP Manual)

The purpose displays on both the work program form and the 
cover sheet

Must follow the IFC Agenda format (examples provided next 
slide)

It should answer:
what the work program is doing

where the funding is coming from

It is not intended to describe the mechanics of the work 
program
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Preparing a Work Program – Cover Sheet

 Purpose of the WP templates (page 9 WP Manual)

 Balance forward, no change in purpose

 This work program requests to balance forward unexpended cash with no change in 
purpose.

 Realign/Additional grant authority

 This work program requests the addition of ____ federal funds to provide 
_______________ (service/support).

 This work program requests the addition of ____ federal funds to continue to 
provide ______________ (service/support).

 Budget Shortfall

 This work program requests a transfer from the _____ category (name) to the 
_____ category (name) to fund an increase due to _____________(reason).

 This work program requests the transfer from the _____category (name) to the 
_____category (name) to fund a projected shortfall for the remainder of the fiscal 
year.
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Preparing a Work Program – Cover Sheet

 Justification

 The Justification should explain:

Why the work program is necessary.

What has changed since the budget was approved that is 
driving this request.

What is being accomplished.

What is the consequence if the work program is not approved.

If transferring between categories, please explain the 
consequences for both categories
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Preparing a Work Program – Cover Sheet

 Justification Examples (Page 10-12 WP Manual)

 Balance Forward, no change in purpose
 The Bureau of Health Care Quality and Compliance charges fees for applications, licenses 

and renewals of health care facilities, medical laboratories and personnel. Pursuant to NRS 
353.253, cash on hand at the end of each fiscal year must be balanced forward in the same 
budge account for use in the subsequent fiscal year.

 Realign/Additional grant authority
 The Immunization Program is federally funded and typically receives three rounds of 

funding per calendar year from the Center of Disease Control. Additional revenue and 
expenditure authority is needed to establish the first round of funding for calendar year 2019. 
In addition, a re-alignment in expenditure categories is needed to reconcile state authority. 
This grant not only funds the operation of the Immunization Program, but it is also used to 
support two immunization coalitions and three health districts. These coalitions and health 
districts conduct mandatory activities on behalf of the Nevada Immunization Program.
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Preparing a Work Program – Cover Sheet
 Expected Benefits to be Realized should identify the 

following (Page 11-12 WP Manual):

How the changes will benefit the agency and/or the state as 
well as what group of individuals will benefit

Impacts if not approved

In many cases this section will be direct, with little detail 
needed

In other cases, a detailed explanation will be necessary to 
supplement information provided in the purpose/justification
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Preparing a Work Program – Cover Sheet

 Expected Benefits Standard Examples (Page 11-12 WP Manual)

 Balance forward, no change in purpose

 Realign/Additional grant authority

 Cover budget shortfall as explained in the justification

 Request for an item missed in the legislatively approved budget as 
explained in the justification

 Request authority of requirements passed during the legislative session, 
but funding was not included in the budget as explained in the 
justification

 Receive salary adjustment funds 
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Preparing a Work Program – Cover Sheet

 Expected Benefits Detailed Example (page 11-1 WP Manual)

 New federal grant received from the Department of Health and Human Services 
for the Title X in Nevada Health Insurance Enrollment Program

 This program will expand eligibility and enrollment outreach activities at four 
existing Title X service deliver sites to assist the uninsured clients accessing clinic 
services to enroll in health insurance or Medicaid through Silver State Health 
Insurance Exchange. This expansion, for current and potential clients, will provide 
information and assistance to understand and identify the affordable coverage that 
best meets the client’s needs. This will enable better access to high quality family 
planning and other health preventative services. The four existing sites that have 
been chosen are located in Northern Nevada in counties considered to be rural and 
frontier: Carson City, Churchill County, Lyon County, and Humboldt County. 
Nevada family planning clinics expect to reduce the overall percentage of 
uninsured clientele with this program.
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Preparing a Work Program – Cover Sheet

 Explanation of Projections and Documentation
 List the documents attached.

New Positions
 Yes or No

 Explanation of Alternatives and Why Current Proposal is 
Preferred
 There’s always an alternative.
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Preparing a Work Program 
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Cumulative Modification Worksheet (system generated)



Preparing a Work Program 
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Attachments
• Required Attachments



Preparing a Work Program 

 Fund Maps (both before & after are required)

 Before fund map must balance to approved authority in DAWN

 After fund map shows the result if the work program is approved

Changes on the after fund map must be hi-lighted and should 
reconcile to the cumulative sheet in the work program
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Attachments
• Required Attachments



Preparing a Work Program 
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Attachments
• Required Attachments

• Fund Map Examples – Before Fund Map



Preparing a Work Program 
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Attachments
• Required Attachments

• Fund Map Examples – After Fund Map



Preparing a Work Program 
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Sample “After” Fund Map with Multiple Work Programs



Preparing a Work Program 

 Budget projections (use Expenditure Schedule)

 Salary projections (use standard template)

 Travel projections (use standard template)

 NPD19/Org Chart & Director’s Office Checklist

 Quotes for purchased items

 Spreadsheets/supporting calculations

 Grant history/reconciliations form (use standard templates)

 Grant awards/budget for current year (pertinent pages only)

 File Maintenance Form – Scanned copy (not interactive)

 Copy of items referenced (NRS, WP, etc.)

 Other miscellaneous attachments
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Attachments
• Possible Attachments (Page 13 WP manual)



Preparing a Work Program 
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Attachments
• Expenditure Schedule



Preparing a Work Program 
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Attachments
• Travel Projections



Preparing a Work Program 
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Attachments
• Salary Projections required when requesting changes to Cat 01 Two standard 

templates - by PCN or by Pay-period

Payroll Projections by PCN (Use for BA’s with a smaller number of FTE’s)



Preparing a Work Program 
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Attachments
• Salary Projections required when requesting changes to Cat 01 Two standard 

templates - by PCN or by Pay-period

Payroll Projections by Pay Period (Use for BA’s with a larger number of FTE’s)



Preparing a Work Program 
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Attachments
• Grant Reconciliation Summary



Preparing a Work Program 
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Attachments
• Grant Reconciliation Budget to Actual



Preparing a Work Program 
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Attachments
• Grant Reconciliation Budget-Multiple BA’s



Preparing a Work Program 
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Attachments
• Documents that should NOT be attached to your WP

 Entire grant award or application, only the pertinent sections (acceptance and 
budget sections)

 Entire bill, only front page and pertinent section highlighted

 Documents with hyper-links

 Active PDF File Maintenance Form (must be scanned copy)

 Documents that are password protected

 Documents that have not been formatted to print correctly – use complete page 
to increase print size

 Very large budget tracking spreadsheets, if possible, attach only pertinent 
sections

 Projections should not be converted to PDF or have formulas removed

 Personal identification information



Preparing a Work Program 
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Levels of work program approval:

Budget Account

Division

Department

Budget Division

 Interim Finance Committee (see IFC Thresholds 
- next slide)



Preparing a 
Work Program 

Work Program IFC Thresholds:
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1.

2.

IFC APPROVAL DETERMINATION TOOL

Exceeds the $350,000 cumulative expenditure category threshold?*

Determine if the item meets any of the following requirements or exemptions:

Budget account included in the Executive Budget?

BOE approved general fund/highway fund salary adjustments
or 

BOE approved terminal leave reimbursements?

Revised August 2023

Balance forward of the unexpended balance of revenue authorized
for expenditure in the immediate preceding fiscal year without a 

change in original purpose?

Increase or decrease to revenue with no change to expenditure category 
or

Increase to revenue and places funds in reserves?

If the item does not meet any of the requirements or exemptions above, 
then determine if it meets the following expenditure thresholds:

Block grant funds where a public hearing will occur at the IFC meeting?

Governmental grant award or provisional request 
which does not include new employees ≤ to $200,000?

Governmental grant award or provisional request 
which does not include new employees > $200,000?

Non-Governmental grant award, gift or donation 
which does not include new employees > $200,000?

Non-Governmental grant award, gift or donation
which does not include new employees ≤ $200,000?

Exceeds the initial $75,000 cumulative expenditure category threshold AND 
exceeds 20% cumulative change of the expenditure category?*

Provisional Grant WP previously approved - Actual Grant award exceeds the 
greater of 10% or $75,000?

NO

NO

IFC approval 
not required

IFC approval 
not required

YES
IFC approval

required

IFC approval 
required

YES

YES

YES

IFC approval 
not required

IFC approval 
not required

IFC approval 
not required

Proceed to 
next box

Proceed to 
next box

NO

NO

YES

NO
Proceed to 
next box

Proceed to 
next box

NO
Proceed  to 

next box

YES

IFC approval 
requiredYESNO

Proceed to 
next box

IFC approval 
required

Proceed to 
next box NO

YES

YES IFC approval 
not required

IFC approval 
required

Proceed to 
next section NO

YES

YES IFC approval 
not required

IFC approval 
not required NO YES

IFC approval 
required



Parting Thoughts
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JUSTIFY AND DEFEND 
THE REQUEST

TELL THE WHOLE STORY SUPPORT 
DOCUMENTATION TO 

BACKUP THE REQUEST

KEEP IT REASONABLE ALL DOCUMENTS PRINT 
AND ARE READABLE ON 

8 ½ X 11 PAPER

NO PERSONAL 
IDENTIFYING 
INFORMATION

COMMUNICATE WITH 
YOUR ASSIGNED BUDGET 

OFFICER



Preparing a Work Program 
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QUESTIONS?


